
 
 

 

Get baking! Go to 

http://inspiredbyfamilymag.com/2013/01/08/10-kid-

friendly-around-the-world-recipes/ and choose a recipe 

from another country to cook together.  

Be a food critic and write me a review, telling me what 

you thought of the dish! 

Keep a feelings diary for a week. How do you feel at the 

start and end of the day? What has made you feel this 

way? How have you changed the way you feel throughout 

the week? 

Carry out a fair test. 

Which drink makes the best bubbles? 

You will find instructions for this experiment here: 

https://www.science-sparks.com/drink-makes-best-

bubbles-key-stage-1-science/ 

Tell me which drink made the best bubbles and why you 

think that was. 

 

Make a bubble picture. Mix some paint with some soapy 

water in a bowl. Blow into the soapy, painty water with a 

straw (do not suck up the water!). Carefully place a piece 

of paper over the bowl. Remove the paper and see the 

pattern the bubbles have made. You could make up bowls 

with different colours in and make different coloured 

bubble prints on the same sheet. 

What happens when two coloured bubbles mix? 

Can you name your five senses? How can each of 

your senses help you to feel happy? 

How much does it rain in a week? 

Ask your grown up if you can use a small measuring cup or 

jug (or you could make one). Decide together where you 

are going to put your jug or cup so that it will catch the 

rain as it falls. 

Check your jug or cup every day for a week to see how 

much rain has fallen. 

You could empty it every day to see how much falls each 

day, or leave it to see how much has fallen in a whole week 

(7 days) 

Gather some Autumn leaves and make a leaf print picture. Yoga is a great way to stay fit and well. Visit 

www.cosmickids.com  and have a go at one of the yoga 

stories. Can you share a picture with me of you doing your 

yoga on Class Dojo messages? 

Go on a woodland walk with an adult and pick ten things 

you see on your walk. 

How many different trees can you spot? Look at the 

shape of the leaf to work out what each tree is. 

We will find out about different homes from around the 

world at school. Draw a picture of your home. 

We all made worry dolls at school. I hope they have 

helped you to sleep well! Gather together a small box or 

basket of things that help you to feel safe and happy. 

Share a picture of your happy box in a message on Class 

Dojo. 

Every day materials: 

Choose different things from your recycling box to make 

junk box vehicle models from. Roll your vehicles down a 

ramp. 

Which material is the strongest? 

Class 3 Autumn 1 Homework Menu 
  You will need to choose five pieces from the ‘menu’ below to complete over the half term. After you have completed each one, bring it back to school.  The ‘Peri-ometer’ 

shows the difficulty or challenge the homework may offer. Homework can be a photograph or drawing of something you have done. All your pieces need to be done before 

the half term holidays.  You will still have maths home learning on the Maths with Parents website, reading and spellings sent home each week. 
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